On behalf of the Students' Visiting Lecturers Organisation, I wish to invite you to deliver the third T.B. Davie Memorial Lecture this year. The lecture should deal with any topic of your choice which has some bearing on the subject of academic freedom.

The appropriate date would be during the first 2 weeks of August. We should like it to be given in the Jameson Hall at 11:30 a.m. We have asked Council to permit the cancellation of lectures at this period so that all students will be able to attend.

We are able to pay an honorarium of £25.0.0 for this lecture plus your travelling expenses to and from Cape Town. Professor Monica Wilson asks me to say that if you are able to accept our invitation, she would be delighted to give you hospitality during your stay.

I should explain that the Students' Visiting Lecturers Organisation is a student undertaking, the funds being contributed by voluntary student levy. A professor acts as chairman solely in order to maintain continuity.

Yours sincerely,

Chairman,
S.V.L. Organisation